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The chemistry of nitrated alkoxy radicals, and its impact on RO2 measurements using the laser induced

fluorescence (LIF) technique, is examined by a combined theoretical and experimental study. Quantum

chemical and theoretical kinetic calculations show that the decomposition of b-nitrate-alkoxy radicals

is much slower than b-OH-substituted alkoxy radicals, and that the spontaneous fragmentation of the

a-nitrate-alkyl radical product to a carbonyl product + NO2 prevents other b-substituents from

efficiently reducing the energy barrier. The systematic series of calculations is summarized as an update

to the structure–activity relationship (SAR) by Vereecken and Peeters (2009), and shows increasing

decomposition rates with higher degrees of substitution, as in the series ethene to 2,3-dimethyl-butene,

and dominant H-migration for sufficiently large alkoxy radicals such as those formed from 1-pentene or

longer alkenes. The slow decomposition allows other reactions to become competitive, including

epoxidation in unsaturated nitrate-alkoxy radicals; the decomposition SAR is likewise updated for

b-epoxy substituents. A set of experiments investigating the NO3-initiated oxidation of ethene, propene,

cis-2-butene, 2,3-dimethyl-butene, 1-pentene, and trans-2-hexene, were performed in the atmospheric

simulation chamber SAPHIR with measurements of HO2 and RO2 radicals performed with a LIF

instrument. Comparisons between modelled and measured HO2 radicals in all experiments, performed

in excess of carbon monoxide to avoid OH radical chemistry, suggest that the reaction of HO2 with

b-nitrate alkylperoxy radicals has a channel forming OH and an alkoxy radical in yields of 15–65%,

compatible with earlier literature data on nitrated isoprene and a-pinene radicals. Model concentrations

of RO2 radicals when including the results of the theoretical calculations described here, agreed within

10% with the measured RO2 radicals for all species investigated when the alkene oxidation is dominated

by NO3 radicals. The formation of NO2 in the decomposition of b-nitrate alkoxy radicals prevents

detection of the parent RO2 radical in a LIF instrument, as it relies on formation of HO2. The implications

for measurements of RO2 in ambient and experimental conditions, such as for the NO3-dominated

chemistry during nighttime, is discussed. The current results appear in disagreement with an earlier

indirect experimental study by Yeh et al. on pentadecene.

1. Introduction

During day time, the most important atmospheric oxidants for
organic species are the hydroxyl radical (OH), chlorine atoms
(Cl), and ozone, O3.1 In contrast, during nighttime, OH and Cl
become insignificant as oxidants due to the lack of photo-
chemical production, and the main oxidation burden shifts to
nitrate radicals (NO3) and ozone.2–5 NO3 is generated mostly
from reactions of ozone with nitrogen oxides (NO, NO2). Due to
its rapid photolysis NO3 does not accumulate during the day
time although recent studies show that it can still quantitatively
contribute to the oxidation of organic species during daytime.6

At nighttime, NO3 can be found in the lower troposphere at
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concentrations of a few pptv (B108 molecule per cm3), and it
is a major oxidant for most unsaturated volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) including isoprene, monoterpenes, and
other terpenoids emitted in large quantities to the atmosphere
from biogenic and anthropogenic sources.7 Though the reaction
rate of NO3 with VOCs is typically lower than for OH radicals,8–11

VOC loss processes by NO3 still contribute a sizable mass flux in
the atmospheric oxidation of organic compounds.12

Despite the important role of NO3 as an oxidant, NO3-
initiated oxidation processes of unsaturated compounds have
received much less attention than e.g. those by OH or O3. As
such, the corresponding degradation mechanisms of VOCs are
significantly less understood, even for key VOCs like isoprene.5

Though there are parallels between OH- and NO3-initiated
oxidation mechanisms, the available literature indicates that
hydroxy- versus nitrate substituents have a rather distinct
impact on the reaction kinetics of the peroxy (RO2) and alkoxy
(RO) radicals. For example, an OH-substituent leads to
much faster decomposition and H-migration reactions than
an NO3-group.13 Furthermore, a-ONO2 alkyl radicals formed
from a b-nitrate alkoxy radical (R1) are known to eliminate NO2,
decomposing to a carbonyl compound and stopping the
organic radical oxidation chain.14

{C(ONO2)–C(O�)z - {C�(ONO2) + OQCz

- {CQO + NO2 + OQCz (R1)

A recent perspective highlighted the need for reliable rate
coefficient estimates for atmospheric models.15 To our knowledge,
there are no direct experimental studies of the kinetics of
nitrate-substituted alkoxy radicals. Some theoretical work
exists,13,16,17 and the impact of an –ONO2 group has been
included in a structure–activity relationship (SAR) for alkoxy
radical decomposition by Vereecken and Peeters.13 This SAR is
based on theoretical methodologies that are considered less
accurate by nowadays standards yet matches the available
experimental data well, but the SAR does not account fully for
interactions between multiple substituents on the carbons of
the decomposing C–C bond. Based on an indirect experimental
product study for 1-pentadecene + NO3, Yeh et al.18 suggested
that the rate of decomposition of NO3-substituted alkoxy radi-
cals (called nitrate-RO hereafter) is underestimated by that SAR
by several orders of magnitude. As decomposition of RO
radicals competes against H-migration or reaction with O2,19–23

the rate of decomposition has an important impact on the
atmospheric fate of nitrated intermediates, and hence the pro-
ducts formed and the rate of oxidative removal of VOCs from the
atmosphere. Also, nitrates are often found in aerosols,24–27

whereas a fast decomposition reaction forming more volatile
compounds and destroying the –ONO2 moiety by release of NO2

would have an impact on formation and growth of particulate
matter.

Decomposition of nitrate-RO forming NO2 can also have
repercussions for the measurement of nitrated peroxy radicals
(called nitrate-RO2 hereafter) in the atmosphere with the laser
induced fluorescence (LIF) technique.28–30 With this technique,

RO2 radicals are quantitatively measured only if they form HO2

or OH radicals upon reaction with nitrogen monoxide (NO) in
the so-called converter. Carbon monoxide, which is also added
in the converter, converts OH into HO2 radicals, so that only
HO2 radicals are present at the converter outlet. After transfer
into the fluorescence cell (B4 hPa), the HO2 is converted
by reaction with NO to OH radicals which are then detected
spectroscopically.31 The majority of RO2 radicals from OH-initiated
VOC oxidation are detectable with the LIF instrument as they
form HO2 in an NO-rich environment. The differences in the
detection sensitivity for specific RO2 radicals are mainly deter-
mined by the number of reaction steps needed.31 For NO3-
initiated oxidation, the nitrate-RO have a high likelihood of
forming NO2 instead, and the LIF instrument would not be
able to measure the parent nitrate-RO2 radicals. Indeed, to
rationalize the discrepancies observed between modelled and
measured RO2 radical for some nights with fast oxidation of
alkenes by NO3 radicals during the ClearfLo campaign per-
formed in August 2012 in the city of in London, Whalley et al.30

suggested that the LIF instrument is not able to detect the
nitrate-RO2 radicals from ethene and propene. Therefore, the
yield of HO2 radicals from nitrate-RO2 radicals in the LIF
instrument can be used to assess the decomposition rate of
specific nitrate-RO with LIF experiments, as NO2 formation
from nitrate-RO often competes against the well-known alkoxy
radical reaction with O2 forming HO2.

In this study, we perform an extensive study of the reactivity
of nitrate-RO, using a combination of experimental, theoretical,
and modeling techniques. The nitrate-RO studied range from
C2 to C6 compounds, chosen to probe a wide range of decom-
position and isomerisation rates. The theoretical work encom-
passes a series of quantum chemical and theoretical kinetic
calculations on nitrate-RO, which are compared to earlier SAR
predictions and used to further improve the SAR predictive
capabilities. The accompanying experiments, performed in the
atmospheric simulation chamber SAPHIR, together with mod-
eling studies, probe the fate of the nitrate-RO formed from a
series of alkenes + NO3 reactions. These provide a measure for
the relative rate of unimolecular decomposition and isomerisation
for nitrate-RO. The implications of the results on the nighttime
atmospheric degradation of VOCs, and our ability to measure
atmospheric RO2 radicals using LIF during night-time conditions,
are discussed.

2. Methodologies
2.1 Theory

The geometries of nitrate-RO radicals derived from a series of
aliphatic hydrocarbons were optimized using the M06-2X/
cc-pVDZ level of quantum chemical theory,32,33 exhaustively
characterizing all conformers of reactant and transition states
for all pathways studied. The resulting geometries were then
re-optimized at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory,32

combined with single point energy calculations on the lowest
conformers at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory.34 ZPE
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corrections are done at this M06-2X level of theory, with
vibrational wavenumbers scaled by 0.971.35,36 To verify the
reliability of the calculations, additional methodologies were
applied to selected compounds: B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), B3LYP/cc-
pVDZ, B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, BH&H/aug-cc-pVTZ, M06-2X-D3/
aug-cc-pVTZ, MN15/aug-cc-pVTZ, oB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ,
MPWKCIS1K/6-31+G(d,p), PMP2/6-31G(d,p), and CBS-QB3,
combined with CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ and/or CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVTZ single point energy calculations.37–44 All calculations were
performed using the Gaussian-16 software suites.45

The rate coefficients of the reactions are obtained using
multi-conformer transition state theory, MC-TST,46,47 incorporating
the characteristics of all conformers obtained at the CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. Tunneling is
included using an asymmetric Eckart barrier correction.48,49

2.2 Atmospheric simulation chamber SAPHIR

The experiments were conducted in the atmospheric simula-
tion chamber SAPHIR at Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany
which was extensively described in previous studies.50,51

Briefly, the SAPHIR chamber is made of a double-wall Teflon
(FEP) film that is inert and has a high transmittance for solar
radiation.52 Though located outdoors to allow realistic photo-
lysis experiments, it is equipped with a shutter system that,
when closed, can be used to mimic nighttime conditions by
preventing light from entering the chamber. The synthetic air
provided to the chamber is mixed from ultra-pure nitrogen and
oxygen (Linde, 499.99990%). Two fans in the chamber ensure
a complete mixing of trace gases within two minutes.
The pressure in the chamber is slightly higher than ambient
(B30 Pa) to avoid external air penetrating the chamber. Due to
small leakages and air consumption by instruments, trace gases
are diluted at a rate of B6% h�1 due to the replenishment flow.

Before each experiment the chamber was cleaned by exchanging
the chamber air 6 to 8 times with pure synthetic air. Before
injection of any species, measurements are performed in the
empty chamber (up to 20 min) to scout for possible contami-
nations which can be identified with the value of the OH
reactivity (background OH reactivity). Each alkene investigated
was then injected in the clean empty and dark chamber. After
B15 min, carbon monoxide (CO, AirLiquide, 10% in N2, purity
N47) was injected in the chamber to reach a concentration of
200 ppm to scavenge the OH radical, followed by NO2 (Linde,
500 ppmv in N2, purity N41) and O3 injections, to concentrations
of B40 ppbv and between 15 and 30 ppbv, respectively. CO and
NO2 were injected by a mass flow controller while O3 was
produced with a silent discharge ozonizer (O3onia). The reaction
between NO2 and O3 was used to produce the NO3 radicals.
Depending on the alkene investigated, one or two additional
injections of the alkene followed by addition of NO2 to boost the
NO3 production were performed. Ethene (AirLiquide, 10% in N2,
purity N30), propene (AirLiquide, 99.999%, purity 5.0), cis-2-
butene (AirLiquide, 1% in N2, purity N24), 2,3-dimethyl-2-
butene (Sigma Aldrich, purity 99%), 1-pentene (Sigma Aldrich,
purity 99%) and trans-2-hexene (Sigma Aldrich, purity 99%) were
investigated within this study.

2.3 Instrumentation

The concentrations of OH, HO2 and RO2 radicals were measured
with the laser induced fluorescence (LIF) instrument permanently
in use at the SAPHIR chamber and described previously.53,54

Without going into the details of the LIF technique the compo-
nents of interest for this study are highlighted. Within a LIF
instrument, air is expanded through a nozzle into a low pressure
chamber (B4 hPa, fluorescence cell), where the OH radicals are
detected by pulsed laser excited fluorescence at 308 nm, while
both the HO2 and RO2 radicals need to be converted to OH
radicals before detection.

HO2 radicals are detected by adding NO in the fluorescence
cell, converting HO2 to OH radicals for detection. Several
studies have proven that RO2 radicals originating from OH
oxidation from large alkanes ({C4), alkenes (including
isoprene), and aromatics, can cause an interference signal in
the HO2 radicals measurement.54–57 A practical approach for
avoiding the interference during the HO2 measurement is to
lower the concentration of NO reacting with the sampled air
inside the measurement cell. During this study, the NO concen-
tration used was low (B2.5 � 1013 cm�3) to minimize the
possibility of an interference as described in Fuchs et al.54

Under the operative conditions of the LIF instrument, i.e. lower
pressure, lower NO concentrations, and much shorter reaction
time (B0.2 ms) than in the converter (see below), none of the
RO2 radicals in the reaction mixture are expected to yield
sufficient HO2 to interfere with the LIF HO2 measurement.

The RO2 instrument (also called ROx-LIF, schematic in
Fig. S22, ESI‡) measures the sum of atmospheric RO2, HO2

and OH radicals (ROx = RO2 + HO2 + OH), where under the
current reaction conditions the contribution by OH is negligible.
The RO2 radicals are first converted to HO2 in a so called
converter (B25 hPa), where a mixture of NO and CO is added
to the sampled air. The reaction of RO2 radicals with NO leads to
the formation of HO2 and OH radicals, while the reaction with
CO converts OH back to HO2 radicals. The air is then transferred
from the converter into the fluorescence cell (B4 hPa), where the
HO2 radicals are transformed by an excess of NO to OH for LIF
detection. RO2 concentrations are determined from the differ-
ence of the ROx signal and separate measurements of HO2 and
OH radicals. The conditions and residence time in the converter
are chosen such that aliphatic peroxy radicals with small carbon
numbers (C1 to C3) are almost quantitatively converted into HO2

radicals.31 The low pressure in the reactor slows down
H-abstraction by O2, a direct path of formation of HO2 radicals,
as the oxygen concentration is B40 times lower than in ambient
conditions. The large majority of the alkoxy radicals formed will
either decompose or isomerize13,58–60 and their detectability will
be determined by their yield of HO2 radicals. A recent study on
methyl vinyl ketone (MVK),61 one of the main products from the
OH-initiated oxidation of isoprene, showed that only a partial
detection of the RO2 radicals generated was achieved due to the
‘‘slow’’ formation of HO2 radicals.

The OH reactivity (kOH), the inverse lifetime of OH, was
measured by a pump and probe technique coupled with a time-
resolved detection of OH by LIF.62,63 cis-2-Butene, 1-pentene
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and trans-2-hexene concentrations were measured by a proton-
transfer-reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometer (PTR-ToF-
MS, Ionicon).64,65 In addition, the PTR-ToF-MS provided
absolute concentrations for acetone. Carbon monoxide and
water vapour were measured by an instrument applying cavity
ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS, Picarro). NO and nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) were measured by chemiluminescence (CL, Eco
Physics), and O3 by UV absorption (Ansyco). Table S3 (ESI‡)
summarizes the instruments available during the experiments,
giving time resolution, accuracy, and precision for each
instrument,19,20 while Fig. S22 (ESI‡) shows a more detailed
drawing of the ROxLIF instrument, and the pertaining chemistry.

2.4 Kinetic chemical model at ambient pressure

The measured radicals and trace gases were modelled with
a zero-dimensional box model using chemical mechanistic
information from the Master Chemical Mechanism down-
loaded via website: http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM, with nitrate-RO2,
nitrate-RO, and ozonolysis chemistry updated as described
below. Chamber-specific properties were also implemented in
the model. First, a dilution rate was calculated from the
measured replenishment flow into the chamber, and applied
to all the trace gases present in the model to account for the
dilution. For all the experiments shown in this study, except
ethene and 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene, no background OH reactivity
was observed. For the ethene experiment a background of 1 s�1

was measured in the empty chamber, which was parametrized
with a co-reactant Y added to the model, which converts OH to
HO2 in the same way as CO does.66–68 For the 2,3-dimethyl-2-
butene experiment, a failure during the night-time flushing
resulted in the presence of B2 ppb of O3, 0.7 ppb of NO2 and
2.8 ppm of CO culminating in a background OH reactivity of
B14 s�1. For NO3 and N2O5, a wall loss of 1.6 � 10�3 s�1 and
3.3 � 10�4 s�1, respectively, was included in the model. These
values were taken from a recent study by Dewald et al.69 which
focused on a one-month long campaign (NO3Isop) investigating
the oxidation of isoprene by NO3 radicals and was performed in
the SAPHIR chamber during August 2018. A sensitivity test
performed with both wall loss rates changed by a factor of two
resulted in a change of less than 5% for the model calculations
for HO2 and RO2 radicals. Unless mentioned explicitly, each
model was constrained only for temperature, pressure and water
vapor mixing ratio. O3, NO2, CO, and the alkene injections were
implemented in the model by applying a source only active at the
time of the injection (between 1 and 10 minutes), with a source
strength adjusted to match the measured species.

As no absolute calibration standards were available, the
alkenes concentrations were derived as follows: (i) for ethene
the concentration was derived from the measured OH reactivity
(kOH); (ii) the propene concentration was determined from an
optimal fit to the time-dependent depletion of O3. This method
carries a larger uncertainty (�15%) as the ozone profile has
only a moderate sensitivity to the propene concentration; (iii)
for 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene the concentration was derived by an
optimal fit to the O3 and acetone concentration profiles, where
2,3-dimethyl-2-butene is the only known and assumed acetone

source in this system; (iv) for cis-2-butene, 1-pentene and trans-
2-hexene, the concentrations were derived from the relative
PTR-ToF-MS signal, calibrated against the measured kOH at the
first injection.

Although the experiments were designed to minimize the
reaction between O3 and the alkene, ozonolysis contributed on
average between 7 and 60% to the chemical loss rate of the VOC
investigated. The ozonolysis reaction schemes for all the
alkenes investigated, except for 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene, were
updated compared to the MCM v3.1.1, based on recent findings
in the literature. The rate coefficients for the reactions of the
stabilized Criegee intermediate CH2OO with NO2 and CO, and
for the products formed, were also updated. In addition,
updated oxidation schemes for OQCHCH(OO�)CH2CH3

(butanal-2-peroxy, named BUTALAO2 in the MCM v3.3.1) and
OQCHCH2OO� (ethanal-2-peroxy, named CHOCH2O2 in the
MCM v3.3.1), formed in the ozonolysis of the alkenes, were
included. All changes applied are discussed and referenced in
the ESI‡ Section A.

For all VOCs examined, the MCM v3.3.1 rate coefficients for
the decomposition of the respective nitrate-RO were replaced
with the theoretical predictions derived in this work (Table 2).
For 1-pentene and trans-2-hexene, isomerization by H-migration
is the dominant loss path for the nitrate-RO (Fig. S8 and S10,
ESI‡). These paths, currently not present in the MCM v3.3.1,
were included based on the theoretical data, and the subsequent
chemistry of the products was derived based on SARs.13,59,60

Additional loss paths for the nitrate-RO listed in Table 2 were
not implemented in the model as they contributed less than 2%
of the total loss rate. Though contribution by OH-initiated
oxidation is very small, isomerisation by H-migration and sub-
sequent chemistry for radicals generated from the OH-initiated
chemistry of 1-pentene and 2-hexene were also implemented
based on SAR predictions (Fig. S7 and S9, ESI‡).

To summarize, the base model (M0) as shown within this
study originates from the MCM v3.3.1 with the following
enhancements:

– Nitrate-RO chemistry as characterized in this study
(Table 2)

– Isomerization reactions for all nitrate-RO2 (Fig. S9 and S11,
ESI‡) radicals formed from 1-pentene and trans-2-hexene.

– Chamber dilution.
– Updated ozonolysis chemistry for all alkenes investigated

(except 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene) (ESI,‡ Section A).
– Updated oxidation schemes for ozonolysis products, i.e.

CH2OO (ESI,‡ Section A), and OQCHCH(OO�)CH2CH3 and
OQCHCH2OO� radicals (Fig. S6 and S7, ESI‡).

– Isomerization reactions for all OH–RO2 (Fig. S8 and S10,
ESI‡) radicals formed from 1-pentene and trans-2-hexene.

2.5 RO2 + HO2 radicals products yield in model M1

The chemical conditions of the experiments presented in this
study allow for a correct interpretation of the comparison
between modelled and measured RO2 radicals only if the HO2

radicals are correctly reproduced by the model used. Due to the
virtually zero nitrogen monoxide concentration in the chamber,
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the HO2 concentrations are high, and HO2 radicals become the
dominant loss process for the RO2 radicals. In addition, the
excess of CO can cause a large imbalance in the modelled HO2

radical concentration if the OH radical production rate is not
correctly predicted in the model as most of the OH radical
generated will react with CO to produce HO2 radicals.

Indeed, it was found that the base model M0 showed a
systematic underestimation of the HO2 concentrations for all
compounds, which suggests missing chemistry. Based on the
product traces and the available reactant concentrations, we
propose that the missing reaction is the formation of OH in the
reaction of b-nitrate-alkylperoxy radicals with HO2. Such OH
formation is already known to occur with high yields in the
acylperoxy + HO2 reaction (R2),70–73 and is driven by the
H-bonding between the carbonyl moiety and the hydrotetroxide
H-atom in the RC(QO)OOOOH adduct.

(R2)

(R3)

b-Nitrate-hydrotetraoxides can have similar H-bonding (R3),
and should thus be considered as potential OH sources.
Though OH yields are known to be lower in e.g. b-OH or
b-oxo RO2 radicals,70,73–75 the nitrate group is large and can
reach the tetroxide H-atom more readily, with H-bonding aided
by the partial charge separation in the nitrate moiety owing to
the dative nitrogen–oxygen bond. The b-nitrate-RO2 + HO2

reaction forming nitrate-RO + OH has been proposed before
in the context of isoprene oxidation, with OH yields from 22 to
58%,5,12,26,76 and a-pinene oxidation, with a 55 to 85% OH
yield.17 The OH radicals formed thus are mostly converted to
HO2 after reaction with CO, present as an OH scavenger in the
experiments. The reaction was implemented in kinetic model
M1 for all b-nitrate-RO2 radicals, retaining the RO2 + HO2

reaction rate as already available in MCM v3.3.1, but branching
part of the products away from the traditional ROOH + O2

product towards RO + OH + O2. As no reliable data is available
on this reaction, the yield of this channel (15–67%, Table S3,
ESI‡) was taken as the only adjustable kinetic parameter in our
model. This approach potentially underestimates the reaction
rate somewhat, as similarly to the acylperoxy + HO2 reaction,
the RO + OH product channel (occurring on the singlet electro-
nic surface) does not compete against the ROOH channel
(proceeding on the triplet surface) but is rather an additional
reaction pathway that enhances the total reaction rate.77–79 As
we are only sensitive to the total amount of HO2 formed, not the
rate coefficient or HO2 yield separately, we cannot investigate
this aspect further. It should be noted that the analysis of the
detectability of the RO2 radicals (see below) yields very similar

results if, instead of adding the above reaction, the HO2

concentration in the model is directly constrained to the
measured HO2; the results on the nitrate-RO described below
are thus independent of the exact nature of the HO2 source in
the chamber proposed here.

2.6 Modeling of the RO2 to HO2 conversion in the LIF
converter

Once the RO2 radicals are sampled into the converter, they
rapidly react with NO, present in a B0.7 ppmv concentration,
forming alkoxy radicals. The converter operates at a lower
pressure of B25 hPa, such that most reactions, with the
exclusion of reactions with O2, NO and unimolecular processes,
become negligible. At this pressure, the concentration of O2 is a
factor of B40 below ambient, reducing the pseudo-first order
rate coefficient for H-abstraction from alkoxy radicals by O2 to
k(298 K) B 1.3 � 103 s�1. Decomposition and isomerization
reactions therefore dominate the chemistry of most alkoxy
radicals. Specifically, for the nitrate alkoxy investigated within
this study, the detection of the nitrate RO2 radical is deter-
mined by the probability of HO2 versus NO2 formation at chain
termination, either from decomposition, isomerization, or
RO + O2 reactions. To determine the relative conversion efficiency
of each nitrate-RO2, the chemistry in the converter was modelled
with its operational conditions during the experiments described
in this study (25 hPa, 0.55 ppmv of NO, 0.17% CO, residence time
B0.6 s). We define the relative conversion efficiency as the ratio
between the OH formed from the RO2 of interest and the OH
formed from the reference RO2 (CH3OO, used to calibrate the
ROxLIF), at the point where its fluorescence is detected in the
fluorescence cell (Table 1). We then distinguish between the RO2

concentration obtained from the sum of the modelled RO2

(labeled ‘‘total RO2’’ hereafter), against ‘‘detectable RO2’’
indicating the sum of all RO2 weighted by their relative
conversion efficiency. For all RO2 not included in Table 1, the
conversion efficiency is assumed to be equal to one; these are
only present in minor concentrations.

3. Theoretical results

Table 2 lists the barrier heights and rate coefficients for the
decomposition (R4) and isomerisation (R5) of the reactions of a
set of b-ONO2 alkoxy radicals, and a set of b-epoxidized RO. The

Table 1 RO2-specific relative conversion efficiency to HO2

Nitrate-RO2 298 K

Reference RO2 (CH3OO�) 1.0
2-ONO2-1-ethylperoxy 0.90
2-ONO2-1-propylperoxy 0.65
1-ONO2-2-propylperoxy 0.50
3-ONO2-2-butylperoxy 1.7 � 10�2

3-ONO2-2,3-diMe-2-butylperoxy 1.2 � 10�7

1-ONO2-2-pentylperoxy 1.0
2-ONO2-1-pentylperoxy 1.0
2-ONO2-3-hexylperoxy 1.0
3-ONO2-2-hexylperoxy 1.0
CH2(NO2)OO� 3.4 � 10�7
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Table 2 Theoretical predictions for a series of nitrated and/or epoxidized alkoxy radicals, at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ with
MC-TST level of theory. Indicated are the 298 K rate coefficient (k(298 K), s�1), the parameters for a Kooij expression k(T) = A � (T/K)n � exp(�Ea/T)
(A in s�1, Ea in K), and the ZPE-corrected barrier height (kcal mol�1) obtained from the CCSD(T)//M06-2X calculations (Eb), from the SAR by Vereecken
and Peeters13 (SAR Eb, N/A if the decomposition SAR is not applicable), and from the improved decomposition SAR derived in this work (SAR* Eb, given
only when different from SAR Eb)

Reactant Products k(298 K) A n Ea Eb SAR Eb SAR* Eb

Alkoxy radicals derived from ethene and propene
�OCH2–CH2ONO2 OQCH2 + CH2QO + �NO2 3.3 � 101 1.59 � 108 1.89 7805 15.9 15.1 15.3
�OCH2–CH(CH3)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(CH3)QO + �NO2 5.6 � 102 2.40 � 109 1.41 6950 14.1 11.7 13.8
�OCH(CH3)–CH2ONO2 OQCHCH3 + CH2QO + �NO2 1.3 � 103 1.11 � 108 1.74 6379 13.2 12.8 13.0

�CH3 + OQCH–CH2ONO2 1.6 � 101 1.45 � 105 2.75 7381 15.7 15.6
Alkoxy radicals derived from 2-butene

(S,S)-�OCH(CH3)–CH(CH3)ONO2 OQCHCH3 + CH(CH3)QO + �NO2 5.9 � 104 5.29 � 109 1.19 5426 11.2 9.4 11.6
�CH3 + OQCH-CH(CH3)ONO2 2.3 � 101 3.86 � 107 1.95 7583 15.9 15.6

(S,R)-�OCH(CH3)–CH(CH3)ONO2 OQCHCH3 + CH(CH3)QO + �NO2 3.6 � 104 1.64 � 109 1.45 5658 11.5 9.4 11.6
�CH3 + OQCH–CH(CH3)ONO2 1.7 � 101 1.08 � 106 2.58 7687 16.0 15.6

Alkoxy radicals derived from isobutene and 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene
�OCH2–C(CH3)2ONO2 OQCH2 + C(CH3)2QO + �NO2 1.6 � 104 3.34 � 109 1.43 6070 12.5 8.3 12.3
�OC(CH3)2–CH2ONO2 OQC(CH3)2 + CH2QO + �NO2 2.1 � 104 2.57 � 107 2.04 5574 11.9 10.3 10.5

�CH3 + OQC(CH3)–CH2ONO2
a 9.9 � 102 3.93 � 105 2.81 6548 14.2 13.3

�OC(CH3)2–C(CH3)2ONO2 OQC(CH3)2 + C(CH3)2QO + �NO2 5.1 � 107 4.38 � 109 1.32 3578 7.6 4.3 7.7
�CH3 + OQC(CH3)-C(CH3)2ONO2

a 1.1 � 104 3.84 � 106 2.24 5541 12.0 13.3
Alkoxy radicals derived from 1-pentene

�OCH2–CH(CH2CH2CH3)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(C3H7)QO + �NO2 9.7 � 102 2.31 � 1010 1.14 7002 14.1 11.7 13.8
HOCH2-CH(CH2C�HCH3)ONO2 7.1 � 106 1.70 � 10�11 7.31 317 8.5 N/A
HOCH2-CH(CH2CH2C�H2)ONO2 5.5 � 104 1.04 � 10�19 9.82 390 10.7 N/A

�OCH(CH2CH2CH3)–CH2ONO2 OQCHC3H7 + CH2QO + �NO2 3.9 � 103 1.00 � 108 1.87 6208 12.9 12.8 13.0
�C3H7 + OQCH-CH2ONO2 6.7 � 103 4.95 � 106 2.30 5878 12.5 12.2
HOCH(CH2CH2C�H2)–CH2ONO2 4.5 � 106 8.94 � 10�12 7.30 238 8.2 N/A

Alkoxy radical derived from 2-hexene
(S,R)-�OCH(CH3)–CH(C3H7)ONO2 OQCHCH3 + CH(CH2CH2CH3)QO + �NO2 8.0 � 104 4.12 � 108 1.67 5376 11.0 9.4 11.6

�CH3 + OQCH–CH(CH2CH2CH3)ONO2 2.8 � 101 5.07 � 106 2.39 7673 15.7 15.6
HOCH(CH3)–CH(CH2C�HCH3)ONO2 2.3 � 107 1.94 � 10�7 5.99 517 7.0 N/A
HOCH(CH3)–CH(CH2CH2C�H2)ONO2 1.8 � 105 3.61 � 10�19 9.66 137 9.6 N/A

(S,S)-�OCH(CH3)–CH(C3H7)ONO2 OQCHCH3 + CH(CH2CH2CH3)QO + �NO2 1.1 � 105 8.53 � 1010 0.95 5661 11.3 9.4 11.6
�CH3 + OQCH-CH(CH2CH2CH3)ONO2 2.2 � 101 1.26 � 106 2.57 7627 16.0 15.6
HOCH(CH3)–CH(CH2C�HCH3)ONO2 1.1 � 107 3.06 �10�9 6.63 586 8.1 N/A
HOCH(CH3)–CH(CH2CH2C�H2)ONO2 1.2 � 105 2.21 � 10�22 10.7 �146 10.4 N/A

(S,R)-�OCH(C3H7)–CH(CH3)ONO2 OQCHCH2CH2CH3 + CH(CH3)QO + �NO2 3.7 � 104 1.93 � 108 1.71 5444 11.1 9.4 11.6
�CH2CH2CH3 + OQCH–CH(CH3)ONO2 4.5 � 103 5.83 � 107 1.99 6198 12.7 12.2
HOCH(CH2CH2C�H2)–CH(CH3)ONO2 3.6 � 106 8.75 � 10�16 8.59 �248 8.2 N/A

(S,S)-�OCH(C3H7)–CH(CH3)ONO2 OQCHCH2CH2CH3 + CH(CH3)QO + �NO2 5.3 � 104 2.01 � 1010 1.09 5687 11.5 9.4 11.6
�CH2CH2CH3 + OQCH–CH(CH3)ONO2 2.2 � 103 8.19 � 107 1.89 6339 13.1 12.2
HOCH(CH2CH2C�H2)–CH(CH3)ONO2 4.9 � 105 1.90 � 10�19 9.87 12 9.8 N/A

Nitrate-RO radicals with various b-substituents
�OCH2–CH(CH = CH2)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(CHQCH2)QO + �NO2 7.1 � 104 1.35 � 108 1.54 4869 10.5 5.7 10.5
�OCH2–CH(OH)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(OH)QO + �NO2 1.5 � 102 1.24 � 1010 1.37 7757 15.6 7.6 14.4
�OCH2–C(OH)(CH3)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(OH)(CH3)QO + �NO2 2.1 � 104 7.15 � 109 1.34 6083 11.8 4.6 12.9
�OCH2–CH(OCH3)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(OCH3)QO + �NO2 2.2 � 104 1.95 � 108 1.72 5631 11.7 7.9 11.7
�OCH2–CH(NO)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(NO)QO + �NO2 2.8 � 104 1.46 � 103 3.30 4722 11.8 1.8 11.8
�OCH2–CH(NO2)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(NO2)QO + �NO2 3.2 � 10�2 2.14 � 109 1.48 9947 20.4 15.5 20.4
�OCH2–C(=O)ONO2 OQCH2 + CO2 + �NO2 2.1 � 102 5.37 � 107 2.17 7395 15.6 6.6 15.5
�OCH2–C(QCH2)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH2QCQO + �NO2 8.5 � 10�5 6.96 � 109 1.59 12 251 24.4 20.1 24.4

2-ONO2-2,3-epoxy-1-propyl 4.5 � 105 1.83 � 1010 0.72 4389 9.5 N/A
�OCH(OH)–CH2ONO2 OQCHOH + CH2QO + �NO2 2.5 � 109 2.93 � 1010 0.78 2064 4.4 6.3 6.5
�OCH2–CH(OOH)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(OOH)QO + �NO2

b 7.6 � 103 1.09 � 108 1.56 5496 11.7 5.9 11.7
�OCH2–CH(OOCH3)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(OOCH3)QO + �NO2

b 1.1 � 102 9.73 � 104 3.04 7164 15.0 7.9 15.0
�OCH2–CH(ONO)ONO2 OQCH2 + CH(=O)ONO2 + �NOc 1.1 � 101 2.67 � 103 3.68 7889 16.4 9.1 16.4
2-ONO2-2,3-epoxy-1-propoxy CH2QO + 1-ONO2-1,2-epoxy-ethyld 4.1 � 10�2 1.31 � 109 1.72 10 118 20.1 N/A 20.1

Cyclic b-ONO2-RO radicals
1-ONO2-cyclopropyl-CH2O� �NO2 + cyclopropanone + CH2QO 3.9 � 10�1 4.17 � 1010 1.15 9529 18.8 17.5 18.9
1-ONO2-cyclobutyl-CH2O� �NO2 + cyclobutanone + CH2QO 1.8 � 103 1.02 � 1012 0.49 6851 13.4 10.9 13.4
1-ONO2-cyclopentyl-CH2O� �NO2 + cyclopentanone + CH2QO 1.1 � 104 2.30 � 1010 1.12 6236 12.6 8.1 12.6
1-ONO2-cyclohexyl-CH2O� �NO2 + cyclohexanone + CH2QO 5.4 � 103 3.48 � 1010 1.15 6619 13.2 8.1 13.2
syn-2-ONO2-cyclopropoxy �NO2 + propanedial N/Ae 0e 0.2 0e

anti-2-ONO2-cyclopropoxy �NO2 + propanedial N/Ae 0e 0.2 0e

syn-2-ONO2-cyclobutoxy �NO2 + butanedial 2.3 � 1011 8.36 � 1011 0.42 1102 2.4 1.5 2.4
anti-2-ONO2-cyclobutoxy �NO2 + butanedial 9.7 � 1010 1.79 � 1010 0.96 1129 2.5 1.5 2.4
syn-2-ONO2-cyclopentoxy �NO2 + pentanedial 1.4 � 107 2.26 � 1010 0.84 3620 7.4 6.4 8.3
anti-2-ONO2-cyclopentoxy �NO2 + pentanedial 1.6 � 106 1.43 � 109 1.44 4470 9.2 6.4 8.3
syn-2-ONO2-cyclohexoxy �NO2 + hexanedial 3.2 � 104 7.86 � 109 1.13 5620 11.5 8.8 11.1
anti-2-ONO2-cyclohexoxy �NO2 + hexanedial 9.9 � 104 2.31 � 109 1.30 5209 10.7 8.8 11.1
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alkoxy radicals considered span a wide range of alkyl substituents,
but also cover unsaturated and heterosubstituents. H-migration
reactions are also included for those RO that allow 1,5- or 1,6-H-
shifts; migrations over shorter spans are known to be too slow to
compete.59

(R4)

(R5)

3.1 Barrier heights and rate coefficients

The results for the decomposition reactions are compared with
the predictions of the decomposition SAR by Vereecken and
Peeters,13 where applicable, to assess the reactivity trends
induced by the nitrate substituent. This SAR predicts the rate
of decomposition based on the substituents on the a- and
b-atoms involved in the C–C bond scission (R6), using a linear
additive scheme (E1) affecting the barrier height Eb for reaction
based on theory-derived parameters Fs for each type of sub-
stituent s including alkyl groups and –ONO2.13

{Ca (O�)–Cz - {CaQO + Cb
�z (R6)

Eb = 17.9 kcal mol�1 + SFs (E1)

Of the many substituents covered in the alkoxy decomposition
SAR by Vereecken and Peeters,13 the nitrate substituent on the
b-carbon is among the most likely to show non-additive effects
with other substituents. In particular, the C�–ONO2 product
radical formed after the alkoxy radical bond scission is a transient
species that itself decomposes spontaneously to a carbonyl +
NO2,14 and this secondary decomposition process already starts
to some extent during the initial alkoxy radical bond breaking.

This is also reflected in the transition state geometries, where for
example we see an elongation of the CO–NO2 bond, 1.42 Å, in the
TS geometry for 2-ONO2-1-propoxy compared to 1.38 Å for the
nitrate-RO reactant, as well as a contraction of the C–ONO2 bond
from 1.43 Å in the reactant to 1.37 Å in the TS. This also implies
that the TS is likely most favorable when the relative orientation of
the moieties provides a planar C–O–NO2 geometry amenable to
formation of a CQO double bond on the sp2-hybridized central
O-atom, and we indeed find that TS conformers with this feature
have the lowest relative energies.

The results show that many of the decomposition reactions
leading to a {C�–ONO2 product radical, and thus leading to
secondary fragmentation to CQO + NO2, are proceeding slower
than anticipated based on the additive reactivity trends
described in Vereecken and Peeters,13 suggesting that the SAR
needs to be updated to include second-order parameters that
are conditional to the presence of this specific substituent, thus
accounting for the impact of the secondary dissociation. To our
knowledge, the current set of data is the first systematic study
on this aspect of alkoxy radical decomposition. Though this is
not treated in detail in the current work, preliminary results
show similar effects for hydroperoxy-substituted alkoxy radicals,
where an –OOH group on the b-carbon undergoes a similar
decomposition to CQO + OH,80,81 and where a SAR based
on linear additivity, i.e. where all substituent parameters are
independent, seems to be incomplete. For example, the difference
in the calculated barrier height for decomposition of �OCH2–
CH2OOH, 8.3 kcal mol�1, compared to �OCH2–CH(CH3)OOH,
7.5 kcal mol�1, suggests that the methyl substituent is likewise
hampered by the spontaneous decomposition of the –OOH group
in lowering the barrier height for the parent alkoxy radical,
partially negating its SAR-predicted impact of �3.4 kcal mol�1.
A similar effect is anticipated for –OOR substitution, which
likewise shows decomposition. For the C�H2ONO radical, we also
find a (near-)barrierless decomposition to HCHO + NO (see ESI‡),

Table 2 (continued )

Reactant Products k(298 K) A n Ea Eb SAR Eb SAR* Eb

Epoxy-RO radicals
2,3-Epoxy-1-propoxy CH2QO + 1,2-epoxy-ethyl 1.2 � 100 8.88 � 106 2.31 8628 17.7 N/A 17.6
2-Me-2,3-epoxy-1-propoxy CH2QO + 1,2-epoxy-2-propyl 3.6 � 101 4.60 � 1010 1.22 8322 16.4 N/A 14.2
anti-2,3-Epoxy-1-butoxy CH2QO + 1,2-epoxy-1-propyl 1.5 � 100 2.63 � 109 1.41 8729 17.5 N/A 17.6
syn-2,3-Epoxy-1-butoxy CH2QO + 1,2-epoxy-1-propyl 1.5 � 100 7.04 � 108 1.58 8623 17.3 N/A 17.6

4-OH-2,3-epoxy-1-butyl 2.5 � 105 6.83 � 10�21 10.2 �198 10.1 N/A
3,4-Epoxy-2-butoxy CH3CHQO + 1,2-epoxy-ethyl 5.9 � 101 1.69 � 109 1.56 7766 15.6 N/A 15.3

CH3 + 2,3-epoxy-propanal 2.1 � 102 1.01 � 107 2.05 6679 14.2 15.6
3,4-Epoxy-1-butoxy CH2QO + 2,3-epoxy-1-propyl 1.6 � 102 3.29 � 108 1.67 7171 14.8 14.5

4-OH-1,2-epoxy-1-butyl 9.7 � 104 1.64 � 10�24 11.2 �715 10.9 N/A
1,2-Epoxy-ethoxy �CH2OCHQO N/A 0e N/A

�OCH2CHQO N/A 0.8 N/A
Alkyl radicals

1-ONO2-1,2-epoxy-ethyl �NO2 + 1-oxo-1,2-epoxy-ethane 6.4 � 1011 3.54 � 109 1.25 579 1.6 N/A
1,2-Epoxy-ethyl 2-oxo-ethyl 1.7 � 103 2.83 � 10�26 12.8 2035 14.2 N/A
1-ONO2-1-cyclopropyl �NO2 + cyclopropanone 4.3 � 1010 1.24 � 108 1.80 1308 3.4 N/A
1-ONO2-1-cyclobutyl �NO2 + cyclobutanone r2 N/A

a Tabulated rate is per CH3 group; total rate for CH3 elimination is twice the given rate coefficient. b Preferential product decomposition is scission
in the –ONO2 group, not the –OOH or –OOR group (see text). c Preferential product decomposition is scission in the –ONO group, not the –ONO2

group (see text). d The a-nitrate a-epoxy alkyl radical decomposes to NO2 with an epoxy-carbonyl coproduct (see table and text). e The barrier height
after ZPE corrections is less then zero.
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making nitrite-substituted alkoxy radicals also likely to exhibit
cross-substituent interactions.

The related alkoxy H-migration SAR by Vereecken and
Peeters59 did not cover nitrated substituents, and can thus
not be compared directly to our theoretical predictions. However,
for the compounds in Table 2, none of the H-migrations have the
nitrate group implanted on the carbon bearing the migrating
H-atom, and as such the spectator nitrate functionality should
have only a minor impact on the rate coefficient and can be
neglected. Within this approximation, we find that the rate
coefficient predicted by the H-migration SAR matches the directly
calculated values in Table 2 on average within a factor of 5, and a
maximum deviation of a factor 14 at 298 K, in agreement with the
order-of-magnitude uncertainty postulated for the H-migration
SAR. The current set of values then confirms the predictions of
the H-migration SAR within its uncertainty, and indicate that
the nitrate functionality has only moderate impact on the
H-migration rate coefficient when in a spectator position to the
alkoxy radical O-atom. This also implies that the H-bond between
the b-nitrate group and the newly formed hydroxyl functionality is
still weak in the transition state. We currently have no data for
migration of a-ONO2 H-atoms.

Table 2 also shows the result for the epoxidation reaction in
a b-unsaturated alkoxy radical, �OCH2–C(QCH2)ONO2, where
the rate of epoxidation, k(298 K) = 4.5 � 105 s�1, exceeds the
rate of decomposition, k(298 K) = 8.5 � 10�5 s�1, by several
order of magnitude, and is comparable in magnitude to many
of the decomposition rates for more favorably substituted
nitrate-RO. In the OH-initiated oxidation of multi-unsaturated
compounds, such as isoprene, the hydroxyl group greatly
enhances the rate of alkoxy radical decomposition,13,19 and
epoxidation is typically not considered. The inhibiting effect of
the nitrate group on the decomposition, in contrast, could tip
the balance in favor of epoxidation reactions in the alkoxy
radicals derived from conjugated alkadienes, such as isoprene.

3.2 Validation of the SAR for non-nitrated decomposition

The current data set allows for validation of the barrier heights
for decomposition for non-nitrated RO as predicted by the
original SAR by Vereecken and Peeters,13 i.e. we can verify that
the SAR predicts barrier heights comparable to the direct
theoretical predictions provided here, within the SAR uncertainty
of B1 kcal mol�1. The new data is derived at a significantly more
reliable level of theory, CCSD(T)//M06-2X versus B3LYP, than the
first-generation SAR. Also, it allows validation of our assessment
that deviations from the SAR for nitrate-RO is due to the –ONO2

moiety decomposition, as indeed other decomposition reaction
with a spectator nitrate group, i.e. not leading to secondary
fragmentation, should remain unaffected. The validation data
set includes all decompositions from Table 2 where the –ONO2

moiety is not bonded to the product radical carbon, as well as
the reactions where the leaving radical fragment is –C�H2ONO2,
i.e. the base case upon which the original SAR is built and where
no interaction with other b-substituents exists. b-epoxy-alkoxy
radicals are omitted as these are not covered by the Vereecken
and Peeters SAR.

For this subset of the data, Fig. 1 compares the barrier
heights obtained by the SAR against the new set of data. As can
be seen, the SAR performs very well, with excellent recovery
over the entire barrier height range. The largest deviation,
2 kcal mol�1, was found for �OCH(OH)–CH2ONO2, where the
SAR prediction does not account for the effect of internal
H-bonding; note that the original SAR explicitly mentions such
unaccounted-for H-bonding (e.g. in dihydroxy-substituted
alkoxy radicals) as one of the most important sources of errors.
All other deviations are less than 1.3 kcal mol�1, in agreement
to the uncertainty of 1 kcal mol�1 asserted13 for the SAR. In this
respect, one should also consider that the barrier height
differences within each SAR class can differ by 1 kcal mol�1

and more, even between stereoisomers with otherwise identical
molecular framework, and that striving for a SAR with sub-
kcal mol�1 precision would require an impractically large
number of higher-order correction terms to account for all
possible substituent permutations.

From this data set on nitrate-RO, we thus conclude that the
SAR by Vereecken and Peeters13 performs very well for alkoxy
radicals fragmentation without interactions between an –ONO2

group and other b-substituents. The only correction might be to
increase the parameter for a b-ONO2 substituent in a –CH2ONO2

group from Fs(b-ONO2) = �2.8 to�2.6 kcal mol�1; however, such
a correction is negligible compared to the scatter on the data.

3.3 Improvement of the SAR for decomposition of
b-nitrate-RO

The data in Table 2 show large deviations from the SAR for
nitrate-RO decomposition with a b-ONO2 functionality and one
or more additional substituents on the b-carbon, in line with
the above rationalization. The inhibiting effect of the b-ONO2

Fig. 1 Comparison of the predictions by the SAR for alkoxy decomposi-
tion by Vereecken and Peeters,13 compared against the validation subset
from Table 2 containing only the alkoxy decomposition reactions without
a b-ONO2 substituent, or with a b-CH2ONO2 leaving moiety. The solid line
indicates perfect agreement between calculated and SAR-predicted bar-
rier heights (kcal mol�1), with the dashed lines showing a 1 kcal mol�1

deviation. This plot uses Fs(b-ONO2) =�2.8 kcal mol�1 for SAR predictions;
the graph with the updated value Fs = �2.6 kcal mol�1 is visually
indistinguishable.
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group was not detected by Vereecken and Peeters:13 only a
single compound was studied that is anticipated to show the
impact to some extent, �OCH2-CH(CH3)ONO2 (2-nitrooxy-1-
propoxy), and the lower-level B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculation
for this compound underestimates the energy barrier by 1 to
2 kcal mol�1, masking the effect. The ESI‡ tabulates calculations
at several levels of DFT, PMP2, CBS-QB3, and CCSD(T) for this
compound, showing that while low-level energy predictions
vary significantly, the results after higher-level CCSD(T) energy
calculations all agree on the somewhat higher energy barrier
found in this work.

In all reactions in this class the energy barrier for decom-
position is found to be higher than expected from the additive
SAR by Vereecken and Peeters (Fig. 2), supporting the view that
the dissociation of the nitrooxy group hampers the ability of
other substituents to stabilize the forming radical site on the
b-carbon. The impact of this barrierless secondary decomposition
of the nitrate moiety on the energy barrier of the alkoxy
decomposition reaction is implemented in the SAR by a second
set of parameters for each additional b-substituent examined,
i.e. b-alkyl, b-CQC, b-OH, b-OR, b-OOH, b-OOR, b-NO, b-ONO,
b-NO2, bQO, and bQCH2 (Table 3), to be used if the leaving
radical moiety has an –ONO2 group; we incorporate the slightly
updated Fs value for b-ONO2 (see above). We also include
activity factors for cyclic compounds (Tables 4 and 5) where,
similar to non-nitrated alkoxy radicals, we find that the impact
of ring strain is most pronounced for the 3- and 4-membered
rings, reduces strongly for 5-membered ring, and becomes
comparable to a non-strained hydrocarbon chain for 6-
membered rings. For the radical products 1-ONO2-cyclopropyl
and 1-ONO2-cyclobutyl, we find that the nitrate group does not
decompose spontaneously to NO2, owing to the additional
ring strain in the cycloketone co-product. The barriers for
decomposition to NO2 + cycloketone, however, remain very

low, r3.5 kcal mol�1, leading to very fast decomposition at
rates Z4 � 1010 s�1, preventing recombination of the 1-nitrooxy-
cycloalkyl product with O2 under atmospheric conditions
(pseudo-first order rate coefficient B107 s�1).

Fig. 2 shows the performance of this adjusted SAR for the
compounds studied in this work, compared to the original SAR.
Note that similar to the original SAR we do not support bicyclic
compounds as the change in ring strain is highly dependent on
the molecular frame and can have very specific impact on the
chemistry.17,83 Combinations of a b-ONO2 substituent with a
b-OOH, b-OOR, or b-ONO group are not examined in great
detail, as these functionalities similarly dissociate after the
alkoxy decomposition. Our current set of calculations suggests

Fig. 2 Performance of the SAR for alkoxy radical decomposition for
b-nitrate-RO radicals with multiple b-substituents. Open symbols: original
barrier height SAR predictions (kcal mol�1) by Vereecken and Peeters.13

Closed symbols: SAR with updated parameters accounting for substituent
interaction (see Tables 3–5). The solid line indicates perfect agreement
between calculated and SAR-predicted barrier heights, with the dashed
lines showing a 1 kcal mol�1 deviation.

Table 3 Updated alkoxy decomposition SAR activities Fs (kcal mol�1) for
substituents on the a- and b-carbons in Ca–Cb scission, for Eb(CH3CH2O�)
= 17.9 kcal mol�1. This table replaces Table 3 in the SAR by Vereecken and
Peeters13

Substituent Fs Substituent Fs without b-ONO2 Fs with b-ONO2

a-alkyl �2.3a b-alkyl �3.4 �1.5
aQO �12.7 bQO �8.5 +0.2
a-OH �8.9 b-OH �7.5 �0.9
a-ORe �9.2 b-ORe �9.1 �3.6
a-OOH �8.9 b-OOHc,d �9.3 �3.6
a-OORe �6.4 b-OORc,d,e �7.2 �0.3
a-NO N/Ab b-NO �16.0 �3.5
a-NO2 �2.2 b-NO2 +0.4 +5.1
a-ONO �4.2 b-ONOc,d �6.0 +1.1
a-ONO2 �3.8 b-ONO2

d N/A �2.6
aQC +21.5 bQC +5.0 +9.1
a-CQC �4.9 b-CQC �9.6 �4.8

a If only 1 substituent is present on the a-carbon of the form –CHO,
–CH2OR, –CH2OOH, or –CH2OOR (R = alkyl), use Fs = �0.7 eR=alkyl.
b Compounds of the form {C(O�)–NO spontaneously decompose to
{CQO + �NO (this work). c Product radicals of the form C�OOH and
C�OOR spontaneously decompose to CQO + OH/OR,80,81 while C�ONO
radicals decompose to CQO + NO (this work). This decomposition
could affect other Fs parameters (see text). d Product radicals of the
form C�ONO2 spontaneously decompose to CQO + NO2.14 If an –OOH
or –OOR group is also present, the dominant pathway is decomposition
of the –ONO2 group, leaving the OOH/OOR group intact (this work); if
an –ONO group is present, this group will preferentially decompose,
leaving the ONO2 group intact (this work). e R = alkyl.

Table 4 Updated SAR activities Fs (kcal mol�1) for alkoxy decomposition,
where Ca and Cb are members of a ring structure, and where decomposi-
tion retains the ring structure. The activities include the contribution of the
carbon and oxygen atoms constituting the ring. This table replaces Table 4
in the SAR by Vereecken and Peeters13

Substituent Fs Substituent
Fs without
b-ONO2

Fs with
b-ONO2

a-Cyc-prop N/Aa b-Cyc-prop +2.4 +3.6
a-Cyc-but �2.0 b-Cyc-but �4.2 �1.9
a-Cyc-pent �2.0 b-Cyc-pent �7.0 �2.7
a-Cyc-hex �2.0 b-Cyc-hex �7.0 �2.1

a-Epoxy:
N/Ab

b-Epoxy:
�0.3 +4.8

a The 3-membered ring in a-substituted cyclopropoxy breaks without
barrier. b The C–C bond in the 3-membered ring in a-epoxy-alkoxy
radicals breaks without barrier.
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that the b-OOH and b-OOR functionalities are somewhat more
stable than the nitrate group, staying intact after nitrate-RO
decomposition and instead allowing decomposition of
the nitrate group to a carbonyl + NO2 functionality. For the
b-nitrite group, we find the opposite, i.e. the –ONO group
preferentially dissociates to carbonyl + NO, leaving the nitrate
group intact. It is, however, hard to judge how much these
predictions are affected by the energy distribution in the
molecule, and the (non-statistical) energy flow when moving
down the potential energy surface from transition state to
products. In view of the lack of experimental data on these
reactions, one should also consider the possibility that either of
the b-OOH, b-OOR, b-ONO, and b-ONO2 substituents could
dissociate, with a product yield that depends on temperature
and pressure. In the atmosphere, no obvious formation
pathways exist forming such gemini-substituted compounds,
making these reactions less important.

3.4 Extension of the SARs to epoxy-RO

As the calculations listed in Table 2 show that epoxidation
might be an important pathway for b-unsaturated nitrate-RO
radicals, it is worthwhile extending the RO decomposition SAR
to include the epoxy-functionality; while not important in
this work, this will be needed in our companion paper on
NO3-initiated oxidation of isoprene.82 To estimate the rate
coefficients for decomposition (R7)–(R9) and isomerisation
(R10) and (R11) of b-epoxydized alkoxy radicals, a set of
calculations were performed on simple epoxy-RO radicals
(Table 2); these results are interpreted in the framework of
the SARs by Vereecken and Peeters.13,59

(R7)

(R8)

(R9)

(R10)

(R11)

Despite the presence of an oxygen atom substituent on the
b-carbon atom, decomposition of b-epoxy-alkoxy radicals ((R7)
and substituted analogues) is comparatively slow. The barrier
heights for these reactions are high due to the increase in ring
strain in the a-epoxy-alkyl radical product, and epoxy-RO
decomposition forming these epoxyl radicals is unlikely to
be competitive against other alkoxy reactions, including the
reaction with O2 forming a carbonyl product + HO2. The
substituent-specific parameter for the SAR by Vereecken and
Peeters,13 which includes the impact of oxygen atom and the
two carbons bearing the epoxy bridge, is determined as Fs(b-
epoxy)= �0.3 kcal mol�1 (Table 4). An alkoxy radical implanted
directly on an epoxy group (R8) has no barrier (after ZPE
correction) for decomposition by epoxy-C–C bond scission,
spontaneously forming an ester. Breaking of the epoxy-C–O
bond, forming a b-carbonyl alkoxy radical (R9) is predicted to
have a small barrier of 0.8 kcal mol�1. Migration of an a-epoxy-
H atom (R10) is likewise not more favorable than migration of
an aliphatic H-atom, as the ring strain negates any energetic
advantage of having an oxygenated substituent on the
migrating-H-bearing carbon. The rate coefficient at 298 K for
1,5-H-migration of a secondary a-epoxyl H-atom is slightly
slower than that for a primary H-atom in –CH3. E.g. 1,5-H-
migration of the secondary a-epoxyl H-atom in 3,4-epoxy-1-
butoxy (R10) has a calculated rate coefficient k(298 K) = 9.7 �
104 s�1, whereas 1,5-migration of the primary H-atoms in
1-butoxy is predicted as k(298 K) = 3.2 � 105 s�1 by the
Vereecken and Peeters SAR.59 Based on the current scarce data,
we propose to estimate rate coefficients as being a factor three
lower than predicted by the SAR59 for migration of an aliphatic
H-atom for a similar migration span but with an H-atom rank
of one order lower than on the epoxy ring, as in the example
above. Further extensions of that SAR will be necessary if this
class of H-migration is found to be important in the
atmosphere.

The rate of H-migration across the syn-substituents of
an epoxy-ring (R11) is comparable to a traditional aliphatic
H-migration of the same span and order of the H-atom, e.g. a
1,5-H-migration in syn-2,3-epoxy-1-butoxy has a similar rate,
k(298 K) = 1.6 � 105 s�1 (Table 2) as the analogous H-migration
in 1-butoxy as predicted by the SAR (see above). As such, we
propose at this time to directly apply the Vereecken and Peeters
SAR59 for H-migrations between syn- or gemini-substituents.
Note that the epoxy-ring geometrically prevents migration
between anti-substituents, except for very long migrations
spans which tend to have an unfavorable entropy factor and
are unlikely to be competitive. Stereochemistry must thus be
explicitly accounted for in mechanism development involving
epoxy-RO.

In the unlikely event that an a-epoxy-alkyl radical is formed,
we find that opening of the epoxy group forming a b-carbonyl

Table 5 Updated SAR activities Fs (kcal mol�1) for ring opening. The
activities include the contribution of the carbon and oxygen atoms
constituting the ring. This table replaces Table 5 in the SAR by Vereecken
and Peeters13

Ring size Fs without b-ONO2 Fs with b-ONO2

3-Membered ring �24.6 N/Aa

4-Membered ring �17.1 �14.8
5-Membered ring �8.7 �7.0
6-Membered ring �6.3 �4.2

Epoxy-ring:
N/Ab N/Ab

a The 3-membered ring in b-ONO2-substituted cyclopropoxy breaks
without barrier. b The C–C bond in the 3-membered ring in a-epoxy-
alkoxy radicals breaks without barrier.
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alkyl radical (R12) has a large energy barrier (Table 2), and
concomitantly a low rate of reaction that will not be able to
compete against other loss processes such as addition of O2 on
the radical site.

(R12)

This ring opening forms a vinoxy-stabilized radical but this
resonance stabilization is not yet active in the transition state
for ring opening due to the still unfavorable orbital overlap in
the triangular TS geometry, and does not help in reducing the
TS barrier height. For completeness, we also examined the
presence of a nitrate-substituent on the epoxy group (R13). As
for other b-ONO2-substituted alkoxy radicals we find that the
nitrate-group affects the impact of the epoxy-substituents on
the barrier height for decomposition (Table 3).

(R13)

Furthermore, we find that the a-ONO2-a-epoxy-alkyl radical
formed in (R13) does not dissociate spontaneously, similar to
what was found for cyclopropyl and cyclobutyl. Still, the barrier
for decomposition, 1.6 kcal mol�1, and the resulting very fast
decomposition rate, k(298 K) = 6 � 1011 s�1, precludes competing
reactions and will lead to a strained lactone + NO2 (R13).

4. Experimental results
4.1 Model and measurement comparison for the HO2 radicals

The measurement of HO2 radicals in the chamber using the LIF
instrument (Fig. 3) allows for a direct comparison against the
HO2 concentrations predicted by the kinetic model, as formed
at the timescales of the SAPHIR chamber kinetics. Hence, an

underestimation by the modelled chamber HO2 compared
to the measurement for the experimental condition of
the experiments shown here (large excess of CO) indicates a
missing source of HO2 or OH, where the latter is mainly
converted to HO2 by reaction with the excess CO added to the
chamber reaction mixture. Information on the potential source
reaction can be obtained from the dependence of the HO2

discrepancy on the evolution of the reaction mixture in the
chamber, specifically the varying concentrations of the primary
alkene and secondary products, the contributions of OH, NO3

and O3 in the oxidation of these VOCs, and the changing RO2

concentration and speciation.
Fig. 4a depicts the comparison between measured and

modelled HO2 radicals for the cis-2-butene experiment. Model
M0 is largely underestimating the measured concentration by
about up to a factor of three by the end of experiment. As
highlighted in Section 2.4, all the experiments described in this
study were performed in excess of CO except for the experiment
performed with ethene where only 600 pptv of CO were present
in the chamber and where the measured HO2 radicals could be
reproduced by M0 within 5% (Fig. S16, ESI‡). This strongly
suggested that, instead of a missing source of HO2 radicals, the
large discrepancy observed could be caused by an underestimation
of the OH radicals. As described in Section 2.5, due to their
structure, the b-nitrate RO2 radicals observed in this study
should be considered as a potential OH source via their
reaction with HO2 radicals. This was implemented within M1
where the products of the reaction between nitrate-RO2 and
HO2 radical were changed to include a fraction of OH and
nitrate-RO radical, in addition to some of the traditional nitrate
hydroperoxide product. The yield for the OH radical within M1
was adjusted so that an agreement within 10% between
modelled and measured HO2 radicals could be achieved; this
required yields ranging from 0.15 to 0.65 depending on the
alkenes investigated (Table S2, ESI‡). Once this reaction is
introduced within the model (M1), a good agreement can be
found for all alkenes investigated (Fig. 4a and Fig. S17–S21,
ESI‡). The good agreement typically extends across the duration
of the experiment with a single optimized yield, suggesting that
the time profiles of the reactants generating the missing HO2

must be similar to that of the modelled RO2 and HO2 concen-
trations. Although the yield for the OH radical formation
carries a large uncertainty as it is currently fitted to match
the observed HO2 radicals, an additional confirmation on the
viability of this approach was offered by the measured acetone
concentration within the 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene experiment
(Fig. 4b). The measured acetone shows a sharp increase directly
at the injection of 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene and then remains
relatively constant as its main oxidant, the OH radical, is
scavenged away by the excess of CO. Model M0, without
nitrate-RO formation in the reaction of nitrate-RO2 + HO2 as
a source of acetone, cannot reproduce the observed acetone
yield. Also, independently of the absolute value, M0 shows a
much slower increase in acetone concentrations, missing the
observed sharp rise. In contrast, the formation of 3-ONO2-2,3-
diMe-2-butoxy and OH radical included in M1 for the reaction

Fig. 3 Schematic showing the experimental setup (not to scale), the
various measurement devices, and the chemistry investigated.
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between its parent nitrate-RO2 with HO2 radicals (OH yield =
0.67) drastically improves the agreement between measured
and modelled acetone. The sharp increase in acetone formation
in M1 is caused by the decomposition of 3-ONO2-2,3-diMe-2-
butoxy radicals generating two molecules of acetone, one
directly and one after NO2 elimination. While these observations
could also be caused by some unknown acetone source in
the experiments, acetone formation through this proposed
channel matches well with the proposed mechanism for HO2

formation.
To investigate the detectability of the nitrate RO2 radicals by

LIF technique and to validate the theoretical results within this
study, a good reproduction of the measured HO2 radicals by the
model used is central owing to their role in the consumption of
the RO2 radicals. For this reason, only M1 will be further
considered.

4.2 Investigation of nitrate-RO radical chemistry

The goal of the experiments described in the following sections
was twofold. First, they support the theoretical calculations
presented in this study by comparing the detectable RO2

radicals by LIF against the result of a model calculation. The
choice of alkenes investigated spanned from ethene to trans-2-
hexene to cover nitrated alkoxy radicals which do not decompose
or where the decomposition is slow (ethene and propene), over
alkoxy radicals where the decomposition is dominating (cis-2-
butene and 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene), to alkoxy radicals where the
isomerization is the most important chemical path (1-pentene and
trans-2-hexene). Second, the experiments show that the different
behavior of the nitrate alkoxy radical should translate in a
complete, partial or null detectability of the parent nitrate RO2

radical by ROxLIF technique, as a function of the substitution, thus
affecting RO2 LIF measurements in laboratory and field
measurements.

The kinetics of the nitrate-RO radical chemistry, and the
detectability of nitrate-RO2 using the ROxLIF instrument is
determined by measuring the HO2 concentration at the end

of the ROxLIF converter originating from the nitrate-RO2

sampled from the SAPHIR chamber (Fig. 3). The reaction
mixture in the chamber is changing very slowly compared
to the reaction time in the converter (minutes to hours versus
o 1 s), and the chamber thus acts primarily as a source of RO2

being sampled into the converter. The model prediction of the
total RO2 concentration should be accurate, as it depends
mostly on literature alkene + NO3 reaction rates, measured
concentrations of alkene, O3, NO2, NO3, and HO2, and on the
kinetics of RO2 + RO2/HO2/NO3 as described by SARs available
in the literature. The RO2 radicals, once sampled into the
converter, are converted to alkoxy radicals by reaction with
added NO. These RO radicals will then undergo unimolecular
reactions, i.e. decomposition or isomerisation, as described in
this work, in competition with their reaction with O2. As RO
decomposition yields NO2 as the product fragment, while
reaction with O2 produces HO2, the concentration of HO2

measured probes the relative rate of alkoxy decomposition
against reaction of the alkoxy radical with O2, where the rate
of the latter is generally accepted to be similar for all alkoxy
radicals19,20 and thus acts as the reference rate. For larger
nitrate-RO formed from 1-pentene and 2-hexene, isomerisation
and decomposition are both faster than reaction with O2, but
isomerisation forms HO2 whereas decomposition does not. For
these compounds the yield of HO2 thus shows the competition
of isomerisation against decomposition. Due to the reduced
pressure in the converter, 25 hPa, and the limited reaction time
in the converter, B0.6 s, bimolecular reactions other than the
reaction of RO2 and HO2 with NO, the reaction of alkyl and RO
radicals with O2, and the reaction of OH radicals with CO (see
elsewhere), are negligible and cannot interfere. The agreement
between the theoretical results and the experimental data
across the range of compounds studied is then a measure of
the reliability of the relative rate predictions. Furthermore,
irrespective of the absolute rate coefficients, the experimental
detectability of nitrate-RO2 by a ROxLIF instrument has direct
repercussions for ambient RO2 measurements.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the experimental data against models M0 (without nitrate-RO + OH-forming channel in the b-ONO2-RO2 + HO2 reaction), and
M1 (including an optimized nitrate-RO + OH yield for the b-ONO2-RO2 + HO2 reaction) (a) time-dependent HO2 concentrations in the cis-2-butene
experiment, with 45% OH yield in M1; the improved agreement for model M1 is also found for all other alkenes; (b) time-dependent acetone
concentrations in the 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene experiment, with 67% nitrate-RO + OH yield in M1. Vertical dashed lines indicate the times when reactants
were added.
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4.3 Ethene

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between measured ozone, NO2 and
kOH against model results for the ethene experiment, where only
a single injection of alkene was performed. Good agreement can
be seen for all observables with no differences among M0 and
M1. Although the NO3 radical concentration was not measured
during the experiments shown in this study, the good agreement
observed between modelled and measured NO2 and O3 indicates
that the production rate of NO3 was well represented within the
model. The NO3 loss rate is driven by reaction with the alkene,
and by reaction with NO2 forming N2O5, with the latter being lost
on the chamber walls (see Section 2.4). Fig. 6 shows the
comparison between the measured and the modelled RO2 and
HO2 radicals, where a very good agreement (within 5%) can be
found for both species. Although only 33% of ethene reacted
with NO3, the model predicts that 50% of the total RO2 consists
of 2-nitrate-1-ethylperoxy radicals, with the remainder arising
from the reaction of OH radicals with ethene. Within the LIF
converter, the 2-ONO2-1-ethylperoxy radical is converted by
reaction with NO to 2-ONO2-1-ethoxy, which is theoretically
predicted to decompose at a rate of 3.3 � 10�1 s�1 at 298 K
(Table 1), much slower than its reaction with O2, B1.2� 103 s�1.
Decomposition of the 2-ONO2-1-ethoxy radical, which forms NO2

undetectable by the LIF instrument, then plays a marginal role
(less than 3% of the total alkoxy loss), leaving the reaction with
O2 forming detectable HO2 radicals as the dominant nitrate-RO
loss. The good agreement between predicted detectable RO2 and
measured RO2 concentration, confirms the dominance of HO2

formation, in agreement with the slow decomposition rate as
calculated by theory (Table 2).

4.4 Propene

Fig. 6 shows measured and modelled RO2 and HO2 radicals for
the propene experiments. Similarly to the ethene experiment,

only a small difference between the total RO2 and the detectable
RO2 radicals is predicted by the model (B10%). Propene has two
distinguishable NO3 addition sites, and thus leads to two
distinct nitrate-RO2 and hence two nitrate-RO radicals in the
converter. Of these nitrate-RO, 1-ONO2-2-propoxy is formed with
a yield of 0.35 as predicted by the MCM v3.3.1, and has a
calculated rate of decomposition at 298 K of 1.3 � 103 s�1

(Table 2), directly comparable to the pseudo-first order rate for
H-abstraction by O2, 1.2� 103 s�1, in the converter. Compared to
ethene, a larger discrepancy between total RO2 and detectable
RO2 is therefore to be expected as decomposition forms NO2

instead of HO2 radicals. The other nitrate-RO radical, 2-ONO2-1-
propoxy, decomposes slower (Table 2) and thus yields more HO2

(Table 1). Despite the larger contribution of NO2 versus HO2

formation in the nitrate-RO radical chemistry in the converter
compared to ethene, the difference between total and detectable
RO2 in the experiment still remains rather limited, as the
reaction between NO3 radical and propene contributes only
35% of the propene chemical loss, with the bulk of the RO2

radicals comprising detectable RO2 arising from the ozone-
initiated oxidation of propene. A somewhat larger uncertainty
than for the other experiments analyzed pertains to the propene
experiment due to the lack of direct measurement of the propene
concentration combined with a failure of the kOH instrument.
The propene concentration was instead estimated by matching
the observed and modelled decay of O3, where ozone loss with
NO2 is well captured by the model simulation, and reaction with
propene is the only other important loss for O3 (Fig. S12, ESI‡).
Using this method, the propene concentration could be
estimated at 110 ppbv for both injections, respectively, carrying
a �15% uncertainty. Model sensitivity calculations performed
using the lower and upper limiting concentrations showed a
negligible impact of this uncertainty on the model-estimated
concentration of HO2 and RO2 radicals.

4.5 cis-2-Butene

Fig. 7 shows the comparison between measured and modelled
RO2 and HO2 radicals for the 2-butene experiment. Modelled

Fig. 5 Comparison of modelled and measured trace gases for the ethene
experiment. No measurements were available for the NO3 radicals. Vertical
dashed lines indicate the times when different species where injected in
the SAPHIR chamber. No difference is observed when using the updated
MCM v3.3.1 (M0) or the modified model M1 including formation of alkoxy
radical from the reaction between nitrate-RO2 and HO2 radicals.

Fig. 6 Comparison of modelled and measured RO2 and HO2 radicals for
the ethene and propene experiments. Vertical dashed lines indicate the
times when reactants were added.
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detectable RO2 radical concentration are in very good agreement
(within 10%) with the experimentally observed RO2 radicals, while
the predicted total RO2 radical concentrations are a factor of
two larger than the measurement. This result is in very good
agreement with the theoretical calculations. The calculated
decomposition rate for 3-ONO2-2-butoxy at 298 K is 4.6 �
104 s�1 (Table 2), roughly one order of magnitude faster than
the pseudo-first-order reaction with oxygen in the converter, and
the LIF instrument is not able to detect most of the nitrate-RO2

(Table 1). In the conditions of the experiment within this study,
2-ONO2-3-butylperoxy radicals constitutes B50% of the total RO2

radicals formed and therefore the detected RO2 should be roughly
50% of the total RO2 radical.

For this experiment, cis-2-butene time series from the PTR-
ToF-MS are available and shown in Fig. S13 (ESI‡). The good
agreement observed between the model results and measurements
gives additional confidence that the concentration of NO3 radicals
is well represented within the model as both production species
(NO2 and O3) and loss reactions (cis-2-butene) are well captured.

4.6 2,3-Dimethyl-2-butene

Fig. 7 shows the comparison between measured and modelled
HO2 and RO2 radicals for the 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene experiment.
A difference between the total and detectable RO2 radicals of
almost one order of magnitude is predicted, with the latter
in much better agreement with the measured RO2 radical
concentrations (within 20%). The 3-ONO2-2,3-diMe-2-butoxy
radicals formed in the converter during the 2,3-dimethyl-2-
butene experiment is expected to decompose extremely rapidly,
k(298 K) = 5.1 � 107 s�1 (Table 2) without formation of HO2

radicals, and is therefore undetectable by the LIF technique.

Furthermore, due to the experimental conditions (Fig. S14,
ESI‡) and the high rate coefficient predicted for the reaction
between 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene and NO3 radicals (5.7 �
10�11 cm3 s�1 in the MCM v3.3.1), the nitrate-RO2 formed from
this reaction are the dominant RO2 radical, and a large differ-
ence between total RO2 and observed RO2 is expected and
observed.

4.7 1-Pentene and trans-2-hexene

Fig. 8 compares the model results and measurement of RO2

and HO2 radicals for 1-pentene and trans-2-hexene. Owing to
their longer chain, isomerization reactions are potentially
competitive for the RO2 and RO radicals formed after reaction
of the alkenes with both NO3 and OH radicals, and needed to
be added to the model (see Section 2.4). For the 1-pentene
experiment, a better agreement can be observed between
measured and modelled RO2 radicals for the second injection
when the impact of ozonolysis is limited (see Section 4.8). The
dominant path for all nitrate-RO radicals formed after the
reaction of the nitrate-RO2 radicals with NO is isomerization
(1,5-H-migration), with high calculated rate coefficients in
excess of 3 � 106 s�1 (Table 2). The RO2 radical formed after
this H-migration, in the conditions of the LIF reactor and
therefore in excess of NO, will again form alkoxy radicals
(R14) which will likewise undergo rapid H-migration of the
a-OH hydrogen atoms, with the resulting a-OH alkyl radical
reacting very quickly with O2 to form HO2 radicals with a
carbonyl coproduct. Migration of the a-ONO2 H-atom is much
slower and is not competitive.

This chemistry is shown in full in Fig. S9 and S11 (ESI‡) for
1-pentene and trans-2-hexene, respectively. Hence, the RO2

Fig. 7 Comparison of modelled and measured RO2 and HO2 radicals for
the cis-2-butene and 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene experiments. Vertical dashed
lines indicate the times when reactants were added.

Fig. 8 Comparison of modelled and measured RO2 and HO2 radicals for
the 1-pentene and trans-2-hexene experiments. Vertical dashed lines
indicate the times when additional reactants were added.

(R14)
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radicals in these systems should all be detectable. The small
fraction of RO2 radicals which should not be detected originates
from the CH2OO + NO2 reaction (see ESI‡ and Table 1), and lies
well within the measurement uncertainty (5%).

For the trans-2-hexene experiment (Fig. 8) the rate coefficient
for the reaction with NO3 radicals needed to be increased by a
factor 2 from the value currently used in the MCM v3.3.1 to
obtain a good agreement between the measured and the
modelled trans-2-hexene concentration decay (Fig. S16, ESI‡).
The faster rate is responsible for the small peak in the nitrate-
RO2 radicals as predicted for the second injection of trans-2-
hexene (Fig. 8 and 9), but which is not observed in the
measurement. Similarly to 1-pentene, a negligible difference
between modelled detectable RO2 radicals and the measure-
ment is observed, aside from this initial peak, confirming the
theoretical calculations.

4.8 Remaining uncertainties

Due to the presence of O3 in the reaction system as a source of
NO3 radicals in its reaction with NO2, the chemistry in the
chamber is complex as it is initiated by NO3 but also by O3.
The ozonolysis is important predominantly at the start of the
experiment, or following an additional injection of ozone, while
its impact is reduced at later times especially after the second
alkene injection. Fig. 9 shows the expected speciation of the
modelled RO2 radicals for the trans-2-hexene experiment,
which highlights a peak for the first trans-2-hexene injection
caused predominantly by RO2 radicals generated in the ozono-
lysis model, in particular RO2 radicals such as OQCHCH2OO�

and OQCHCH(OO�)CH2CH3 formed as co-products of OH in
the so-called vinyl-hydroperoxide (VHP) channel. Most of the
measurements (Fig. 6–8) show this extraneous peak in the RO2

traces at the start of the experiments. This indicates that the
model is currently not able to properly describe ozonolysis
chemistry, either due to an incorrect assignment of the
products formed in the ozonolysis reaction (see ESI‡), or due
to an incorrect implementation of the subsequent chemistry of
the peroxy and alkoxy radicals formed from these products

despite our efforts to improve the mechanism for ethanal-2-
peroxy and butanal-2-peroxy radicals. As this work does not aim
to improve the ozonolysis chemistry, we mostly ignore this
initial overestimation of the RO2 concentration, and focus
instead on the agreement between model and measurement
in the later stages of the experiment, where the chemistry is
mostly driven by NO3. The poor performance of the ozonolysis
model chemistry still has some influence even at these later
reaction stages, and is one of the sources of the remaining
discrepancies between model and measurement.

There is also a discrepancy observed at the second injection
of trans-2-hexene, where the model shows a sharp increase in
RO2 concentration that is more dampened in the observations,
and is not due solely to ozone-derived RO2. This suggests that
the chemistry in the chamber seems to be delayed compared to
what the model predicts at times of drastic reactant concentrations.
The reason for this discrepancy is unclear as perfect mixing is
achieved in the chamber within two minutes, and the time
resolution of the RO2 radical LIF, B180 seconds, is sufficiently
fine such that the peak should be observable. The shape of the
concentration time profiles suggests the temporary formation
of reservoir species at times of high reactant concentrations,
but despite deeper examination of species such as N2O5 or
PANs in the model the issue could not be resolved at this time.

Finally, it should be noted that our model is based on purely
a priori theoretical predictions for the dominant alkoxy
radicals, and otherwise relies only on literature data, SARs,
and the MCM v3.1.1 implementation for most of the remaining
chemistry, without fitting the kinetic parameters in the model
to the observations (except the unknown OH yields for
b-nitrate-RO2 + HO2, and the NO3 + trans-2-hexene rate
coefficient). An optimization of some of the rate coefficients
would lead to even better agreement between observations
and model; however, the values thus updated would likely
remain well within the uncertainty of the predictions and
observations, and would then not lead to improved chemical
understanding.

5. Comparison to literature
experimental data

To our knowledge, no direct measurements of nitrate-RO or
epoxy-RO decomposition or isomerisation reactions are
available in the literature. Yeh et al.18 describe an experiment
on NO3-initiated oxidation of 1-pentadecene, where the
products are collected on filters and analyzed. Based on the
observed products, they conclude that isomerisation and
decomposition reactions of nitrate-RO radicals are comparable
in rate, while the expectation from SARs is that H-migration is
significantly faster. They propose that the decomposition
SAR by Vereecken and Peeters13 is incorrect, overestimating
the barrier heights for b-ONO2-substituted alkoxy radicals by
B3.7 kcal mol�1; this reduction in barrier height would
allow decomposition to be competitive against H-migration as
predicted by the SAR by Vereecken and Peeters.59

Fig. 9 Time-dependent RO2 concentrations in the trans-2-hexene
experiment, lumped by their source from nitrate- or ozone-initiated
chemistry. Vertical dashed lines indicate the times when reactants were
added.
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The current theoretical results remain in clear disagreement
with the result of Yeh et al.18 The higher-level calculations
presented in this work support the barrier heights for decom-
position predicted by the SAR by Vereecken and Peeters,13 and
even find that they should be slightly higher than the predictions
by this SAR for 1-ONO2-2-pentadecoxy. While we did not examine
pentadecene-derived alkoxy radicals directly due to the computa-
tional cost, the H-migration rates in 1-pentene and 2-hexene-
derived nitrate-RO remain in agreement with the H-migration
SAR by Vereecken and Peeters,59 dominating over the decomposi-
tion by several orders of magnitude. Though our experiments
do not directly measure absolute rate coefficients, the
experimental data presented in this work likewise finds rate
coefficient comparable to the theoretical predictions. Specifically,
the ratio of NO2 versus HO2 formation from the alkoxy radicals in
the converter probes the relative rate of alkoxy decomposition,
isomerisation, and reaction of the alkoxy radical with O2, where
the latter is generally considered to be similar for all alkoxy
radicals,19,20 and thus acts as the reference rate.

To illustrate the impact of the faster decomposition rate
proposed by Yeh et al., we performed model simulations
replacing our theory-predicted decomposition rates with
values based on their findings. In this sensitivity study, we set
decomposition for nitrate-RO from 1-pentene and 2-hexene to a
rate 2.5 times faster than the theory-predicted isomerisation
rate, mimicking the 0.397 ratio of isomerisation to decomposi-
tion by Yeh et al. For propene, we calculated decomposition
rate coefficients from the SAR by Vereecken and Peeters13 with
an additional 3.7 kcal mol�1 reduction in barrier height as
proposed by Yeh et al.18 As this strong increase in rate also
changes the competition of decomposition against the RO + O2

reaction and hence the HO2 balance in the chamber, model
runs were performed with the HO2 constrained to the
measurements, to avoid secondary effects. The results are
depicted in Fig. 10. Using the faster decomposition proposed
by Yeh et al., the RO2 radicals in the propene experiment would
then yield very little HO2 in the converter (Table S5, ESI‡) as
decomposition would overwhelm reaction with O2, in disagree-
ment with our observations. In a similar vein, if the rate of
isomerisation and decomposition would be of similar
magnitude as proposed by Yeh et al., more than half of the
nitrate-RO2 radicals in the 1-pentene experiment would not be
observable in the converter, whereas the observation requires
that virtually all RO2 radicals are converted to HO2. The more
competitive Yeh et al. decomposition rate for nitrate-RO from
hexene would likewise mask most of the RO2 from detection as
HO2 in the converter, whereas the observations support HO2

formation by isomerisation to remain the dominant channel as
in 1-pentene, despite the additional methyl group in hexene
accelerating alkoxy decomposition.

It is evident that the fast decomposition rate for the nitrate-RO
as suggested by Yeh et al. results in a modelled detectable RO2

radical concentration which is too small and underestimates the
measured RO2 radicals for all the alkenes during those times
when the chemistry is dominated by the NO3 radicals, such as
after the second VOC injection. The theoretically calculated rates

in this study as used in M1 result in a much better agreement with
the measurement. As theoretical work is also in agreement with
other experimental data on alkoxy radical decomposition and
isomerisation, it appears that reducing the barrier height in the
nitrate-RO decomposition SAR may not be the most appropriate
solution in bringing agreement between the SARs and the Yeh
et al. experiments. The complexity of the Yeh et al. experiments,
involving product capture on filters and increased temperatures
during their analysis, makes it very difficult to assess why their
observations are so different from our combined theoretical and
experimental study. We can’t exclude that the very long aliphatic
chains in the Yeh et al. experiment, C15, exhibit reaction pathways
that do not exist for shorter chains, rC6.

6. Implications for ambient LIF
measurements of RO2 during night
time

The NO3 radical is often the dominant oxidant during night-
time due to its faster rate coefficient with alkenes as compared
to ozone. This is true for both pristine6,84,85 and more polluted
environments.12,86 Therefore, the inability of the LIF technique
to detect certain nitrate-RO2 radicals has repercussion in
the way models and measurements need to be compared to
correctly assess the nighttime chemistry of RO2 radicals.

Concentrations of RO2 radicals measured with LIF instruments
are reported for two megacities, i.e. London, UK,30 and Beijing,
China,28,87,88 and for two rural locations in China.29,89 It is not
easy to incorporate the findings from the current study to the
provided interpretation of those campaign observations. Some of
those studies28,29 utilize lumped models (e.g. RACM) where the
chemistry initiated by NO3 radicals is not very detailed, making
it difficult to assess the performances of the LIF instrument.

Fig. 10 Comparison of modelled detectable RO2 and measured RO2

radicals for the propene, 1-pentene and trans-2-hexene experiments in
model M1 or when considering the fast decomposition rate for the nitrate-
RO radicals as suggested by Yeh et al.18 The HO2 radical concentration is
constrained to the measurement within all model runs shown.
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The studies in Beijing87,88 were characterized by very high NO (up
to 100 ppbv) concentrations also in the night, which decreased
the lifetime of both NO3 and RO2 radicals. The study in London30

is a good example where during several nights with high NO3

reactivity the used model (MCM v3.2) predicted very high con-
centrations of RO2 radicals, almost an order of magnitude higher
than what was measured by the LIF instrument. The authors
argued that the sensitivity of the LIF towards nitrate-RO2 radicals
from ethene and propene might be lower than unity as they might
not produce an HO2 radical for each alkoxy radical formed.
Indeed, this suggestion is broadly in agreement with the results
in this study, although we find that the large difference observed
would not arise from ethene or propene but rather be due to other
alkenes whose nitrate-RO decompose fast. Examples include
2,3-dimethyl-2-butene and cis-2-butene, where the latter was
measured during the campaign (B20 ppt). Larger concentrations
of isoprene and a-pinene (B200 ppt for both) were also observed
and applying the SAR provided in this study suggests that the
nitrate-RO2 radicals originating from isoprene would not be fully
detectable in the ROxLIF instrument.

7. Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we described a combined theoretical, experimental,
and modeling study of the fate of nitrated alkoxy radicals under
atmospheric conditions. The high-level theoretical results find
that the nitrate group slows down alkoxy radical decomposition
when positioned on the b-carbon of the breaking C–C bond,
compared to earlier data by Vereecken and Peeters.13 The main
mechanism behind this hindrance is the partial decomposition
of the –ONO2 moiety in the transition state for alkoxy decom-
position, with partial formation of a carbonyl functionality. This
feature hampers the ability of other b-substituents to stabilize the
forming alkyl radical moiety. The alkoxy decomposition towards a
b-ONO2 group is always followed by a direct secondary decom-
position of the nitrate group, forming a carbonyl group and the
NO2 product. The structure–activity relationship by Vereecken and
Peeters13 was amended with a second set of parameters for
use when a b-ONO2 substituent is present, incorporating the
interaction effects. The SAR was also extended to cover a- and
b-epoxy-substituents, following the observation that epoxidation
could be a competitive channel for unsaturated nitrate-RO due to
their slower decomposition. For all other alkoxy decomposition
reactions, the SAR was found to be in excellent agreement with
the current set of high-level calculations, typically with rate
coefficients within the SAR uncertainty of a factor B10. The
SAR for H-migration in alkoxy radicals by Vereecken and
Peeters59 remains in similarly good agreement with the current
theoretical set of data.

The experimental RO2 radicals data collected in chamber
experiments could be well reproduced by a model incorporating
the rate of decomposition and isomerization for the nitrate
alkoxy radicals as calculated in this study. It should be stressed
that the model utilized in this study was based only on currently
available literature data and our theoretical results. Specifically,

no fitting optimization was performed on the key kinetic para-
meters in the model, and only the OH yield in the b-nitrate-RO2 +
HO2 reaction and the rate coefficient for the trans-2-hexene +
NO3 reaction needed to be quantified based on the observations.
An alternative approach constraining HO2 in the model to the
experimental measurements yielded very similar results. The
model agreement to the observations was within the instrumental
uncertainties for ethene, propene, cis-2-butene, and 2,3-dimethyl-
2-butene. The agreement between the model and observations in
the 2-pentene and trans-2-hexene experiments was somewhat less
good particularly at the start of the experiment where the RO2

concentration is dominated by products formed from ozonolysis
rather than NO3 chemistry. The chemical model here is more
complex due to the introduction of the chemistry following the
isomerization reactions for the formed RO2 radicals, and is likely
less reliable as we have no direct theoretical or experimental
results but rather rely on SAR predictions. Although isomerisation
by H-migration is not the dominant loss for the RO2 radicals
produced from the oxidation by NO3 and OH radicals, the
current predictions suggest it dominates the loss of the
OQCHCH(OO�)CH2CH3 and OQCHCH2(OO�) radicals formed
in the vinyl-hydroperoxide channels of the ozonolysis reactions,
and should be a general feature after OH formation in many
ozonolysis reactions. For both the 1-pentene and trans-2-hexene
experiments, the concentration of RO2 radicals at the beginning of
the first VOC degradation period sees a contribution of up to
B40% from this latter radical and its descendants, and constitu-
tes the dominant driver for the disagreement between experiment
and model. Once the ozone concentration decreases and NO3

increases, the nitrate-RO2 radicals become a larger fraction of the
total RO2 radicals and good agreement between measured and
modelled RO2 radicals can be observed. This strongly suggests
that the chemistry of the ozone-derived RO2, and their behavior in
the LIF converter, is not fully understood yet and is not correctly
reflected by the current model. As this study focuses on the
chemistry of nitrate alkoxy, no additional effort was expended
on elucidating the ozone-derived RO2 chemistry at this time.
Overall, then, we find that the model describes the nitrate-RO2

and nitrate-RO chemistry well in the chamber and converter
across a wide range of compounds, with good prediction of the
impact of the nitrate-RO chemistry on the LIF detection. The
experimental data supports the theoretical results, with a slow
decomposition rate for the smallest nitrate-RO, accelerating
rapidly as more substituents are added on the breaking bond.
For nitrate-RO large enough to undergo H-migration reactions, this
isomerisation become strongly dominant over the decomposition,
shifting the fate of the nitrate-RO in the converter from NO2

formation to HO2 formation. This reactivity trend is summarized
in Fig. 11. The good correspondence did not require any tuning
of the rate coefficients, though small adjustments within the
uncertainties of the theoretical data or literature sources would
lead to even better results.

We also incorporated the reaction of b-nitrate-RO2 radicals
with HO2 partially forming OH and b-nitrate-RO radicals, as
earlier described in the literature for isoprene- and a-pinene
derived RO2. Comparison between model and observations
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suggests this channel is critical for a correct description of the
HOx chemistry for all compounds due to the excess of CO at
which the experiments were performed. As no reliable data are
available, we optimized the OH yields in the b-nitrate-RO2 +
HO2 reaction, finding values ranging from 0.15 to 0.65 depending
on the VOC investigated. The yields are comparable to the value of
22 to 85% suggested by literature data5,12,17,26,76 for isoprene- and
a-pinene-derived RO2 (Table S3, ESI‡).

The current set of experimental and theoretical data is in
disagreement with the experimental data by Yeh et al.,18 who
concluded that the decomposition and isomerisation of aliphatic
nitrate-RO have comparable rates, and that the alkoxy radicals
SARs by Vereecken and Peeters13,59 thus strongly underestimate
the rate of decomposition relative to isomerisation. Our current
set of high-level theoretical results still finds that decomposition
is slower, and that isomerisation dominates over decomposition,
in agreement with the original SARs. Likewise, the experimental
data is in agreement with the current predicted rate coefficients
for decomposition and isomerisation, and provides a direct probe
of the relative rates of alkoxy decomposition, H-migration, and
reaction with O2. The good agreement between theory and
experiment strongly supports our current results. In contrast,
implementing the suggestion by Yeh et al. to reduce the barriers
for decomposition such that the latter reaction is competitive
against isomerisation leads to systematic underestimation of the
LIF signal relative to our direct experimental observations. It is
unclear why the Yeh et al. results deviate from the collective
experimental and theoretical data set on alkoxy radical chemistry.
We refrain from speculating at this time as the Yeh et al. experi-
ments are complex, requiring several steps to analyze the results,
and without additional data we cannot determine where the
observations start to deviate. We recommend the use of the
updated SAR parameters in this work for the prediction of
nitrate-RO decomposition rates.

The results found in this work have several important
atmospheric implications. Firstly, we find that the nitrate-RO
decompose slower than similarly substituted alkoxy radicals
formed from the OH-initiated oxidation of alkenes. This

reduces the impact of chain fragmentation, and hence retains
longer carbon chains with lower vapor pressure. Combined
with the oxygenated nitrate group, this suggests that nighttime
chemistry initiated by the NO3 radical could be more amenable
to the formation and growth of highly oxygenated molecules
(HOMs) and aerosols. A second implication is that field
measurements of RO2 radicals formed in NO3-initiated chemistry
performed with LIF instruments might underestimate the RO2

radical concentration, and a careful investigation of the VOC
present will be needed to correctly compare measurements
and modelled results. Due to the sparse number of campaigns
including RO2 radical measurements and their stronger focus on
the daytime chemistry, it is hard to assess the impact of this
study on previous campaigns. Future field campaigns with
measurements of RO2 radicals by LIF should be performed in
environments with high loads of unsaturated VOC, such as
isoprene, and high concentration of NO3 radicals, to validate
the current findings in a natural environment. Finally, the current
results indicate that the NO3-initiated atmospheric oxidation of
several important biogenic VOCs such as isoprene and
monoterpenes could be different from what is currently described
in the literature. To explore the implications, we will examine the
chemistry of alkoxy and alkylperoxy radicals from the NO3-
initiated oxidation of isoprene in an upcoming publication.82
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